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Peekaboo! What's hiding behind those paws? Why, it's something woolly, something fluffy,

something fuzzy, and something squeaky . . . a colorful menagerie of playful animals, each eager to

be covered with kisses. With flaps to lift, a squeaker to press, and a peek-at-yourself mirror at the

end, this touchable, smoochable new book from the popular creator of Animal Kisses and Baby

Animal Kisses is loaded with fun, surprises, and, of course, plenty of kisses.

Age Range: 2 - 3 years

Series: Touch and Feel Books (Red Wagon)

Board book: 12 pages
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Little ones will enjoy the sturdy paper-over-board offering, Peekaboo Kisses by Barney Saltzberg. In

the opening, a kitten covers its eyes ("Peekaboo! I see..."); readers lift the flap to find "Fluffy kitten

kisses." Throughout, fabric patches in bold colors mimic the fur of each animal. Closing pages

include a squeaker and mirror ("Peekaboo! I see.../ YOU!"). Ages 6mos.-4 yrs.Copyright 2002

Cahners Business Information, Inc.

BARNEY SALTZBERG is the author-illustrator of the successful Kisses series, Peekaboo,

Blueberry!, Hi, Blueberry!, and Good Egg (Workman), as well as various picture books. He also

writes and performs music for children.Â www.barneysaltzberg.com

My 1 year old daughter loves this book! She loves giving kisses. She opens each flap and kisses



each of the fuzzy animals. My 3 year old has read it to her too. It's so cute. The book seems to be

well-made. It's both a lift-the-flap and touch-and-feel book. The first few animals have fuzzy fur, then

there is a mouse page that squeaks and then a mirror on the last page (peek-a-boo, I see you).

This book is just so cute. There are a lot of touch and feel books out there, but this one is adorable

& makes our daughter laugh every time.

We had this book for my daughter and now I bought it again so my son can enjoy it. Always a

favorite in the toddler circle.

Very cute book, 11month old grandson loves it!

Just a simple, sweet book that will make your kid smile! My only complaint is that the squeaker on

the last page is hard for kids to push, and ours broke after a few weeks of "squeaks!"Finally, if you

have a rambunctious child, like my 2-year old, you might find this one doesn't quite hold up to, shall

we say, "intense use."

Was a gift they really liked it

7 month old LOVES this book and the flaps were pretty easy for him to learn how to open. He now

thinks he needs to kiss animals if he sees them in pictures or sees stuffed animals :)

granddaughter loved it!
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